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Abstract

This paper explores the use of ‘Attention’ as a resource for game developers to create and
refine their game experience. By looking into the field of Economics and the ‘Attention Economy’ - we
can see how attention has become so scarce as information became so abundant. Moreover, this
makes it so individuals have a more difficult time finding the relevant information they are seeking -
often resulting in situations where the strongest signals are the ones that succeed to attract attention.

Using Psychology - we are able to better understand what affects attention - and provides us
with a foundation to begin to use the concept when speaking about attention in games. The paper
then explores Attention in Games - looking at what Richard Lemarchand and Gordon Calleja have
said about player attention. The paper then concludes by applying Gordon Calleja’s Player
Involvement Model to a play-session of TERA - to attempt to understand how attention shifts and
changes during a play-session, and how this can be used to better refine game experiences.

Introduction

Attention is a critical element in most human activities. Be they learning, working, or
performing any other type of task. The relevance of attention within games however- often goes
further than simply ‘What is the player concentrating on at this moment?’. 

By observing attention as the limited and scarce resource that it has been identified as within
both the fields of Economics and Psychology; it’s value towards understanding player experience
may be significant. This paper will explore the concept of ‘Attention’ as a resource that players utilize
as they experience games - moreover, it will explore how developers could possibly attempt to refine
games to ensure that the right elements within a game receive the attention they require. 

The paper will begin by exploring what has been done in terms of ‘The Attention Economy’
within the field of economics. Elements related to Attention will then be discussed within the field of
Psychology. Following this - the paper will look into what elements of a game could be vying for the
attention of the player - and which of these may be relevant when making design decisions that may
involve a large degree of player attention.

The paper will conclude by utilizing the Player Involvement Model created by Professor
Gordon Calleja to attempt to explore how attention could shift and change during a play session of
TERA (En Masse Entertainment, 2011).

Attention In Economics

The Attention Economy - as it is referred to within the field of economics - builds around the
idea that information has become so abundant, that attention has become the scarce resource.
Michael H. Goldhaber spoke on how “information, however, would be an impossible basis for an
economy, for one simple reason: economies are governed by what is scarce”. Goldhaber goes on to
say that attention - or at the very least attention that we want - is the scarce resource within this new
kind of economy.

Goldhaber continues exploring how attention can be seen as a stock of wealth that grows -
giving examples of how an announcer who is given specific attention by an audience could easily
divert this attention to another individual. Another point brought forward by Goldhaber that may serve
to be relevant in the sphere of game development is the notion that “this new economy is based on
endless originality, or at least attempts at originality. By contrast, the old industrial economy worked
on the basis of making interchangeable objects in huge numbers.” 



However - the fact that information is in such abundance and attention is so limited - there lies
another issue. Due to the vast quantities of information that people often find - sorting which is the
more relevant and useful pieces becomes difficult (Huberman and Wu, 2008). As “economics deals
with the allocation of a scarce resource on a set of alternatives” (Falkinger, 2008) - we can begin to
understand why attention is being given the importance that it is within this new kind of economy. 

Attention in Psychology

To understand ‘Attention’ - we can look to Psychology. Psychology offers us a way to both
discuss and understand how attention is such a critical component in our day to day activity. Attention
can be understood as the way in which we focus our awareness towards information being presented
to us - be they through our environment, information on a web-page or our own actions. It is worth
noting that “all process will, to some extent, depend on the amount of energy, capacity, or mental
resources devoted to processing” (Johnson and Proctor, 2004). On-top of this, we are often in a
state of ‘Vigilance’ - a state in which we are able to detect and respond to events that are infrequent
or random. However - this state of Vigilance does suffer the longer a task takes to complete. 

This is known as ‘Vigilance Decrement’ and is said to be affected by several factors that have
been classified by Joan C. Ballard into 3 categories. Task Parameters refer to factors that are
directly connected to the task itself. For instance - Tasks that take longer generally result in poorer
performance, or whether the tasks themselves are tactile or auditory. Environmental “Stressors”
or Situational Factors refer to factors that lie outside the task itself but still affect the individual
performing the task or task itself. For instance - temperature can become an issue if it goes above 32
degrees Celsius, as can vibrations or auditory noise, depending on the individuals. Subject
Characteristics are factors that are based on the individual. For instance - Personality or Age. 

Gopher and Donchin further explored the concept of Mental Workload - this being the
demands imposed by cognitive tasks in terms of mental performance. A point mention is that “mental
workload may be viewed as the difference between the capacities of the information processing
system that are required for the task performance to satisfy performance expectations and the
capacity available at any given time”. In essence - this means that different individuals will have a
different mental workload associated with a given task. This can be explained partially with Ballard’s
Subject Characteristics category for Vigilance Decrement - whether this is a valid connection,
remains up for debate.

 Two other points worth speaking about for the sake of this paper is the idea of Multi-Tasking
and the ‘Stroop Effect’. The Stroop Effect was a demonstration that showed the inability of
individuals to completely filter out irrelevant information for the task at hand. On the topic of multi-
tasking - Johnson and Proctor spoke spoke on the topic as requiring certain specialized skills - an
example of which being time-sharing, they went on to say that multi-task performers can learn to
restructure two or more tasks to be treated, effectively, as a single task. The reason for this is that
switching tasks can have a negative impact on performance. Moreover, the limited amount of
attention resources can often mean finding the right balance 

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, known for the concept of Flow - spoke about attention and
information; stating that “information enters conciousness either because we intend to focus attention
on it or as a result of assertional habits based on biological or social instructions.” He goes on by
providing an example of a swerving car on a highway - stating that whilst we immediately forget
hundreds of cars; our attention is caught when we see a swerving car. In this situation, he says, the
visual information is used to determine which category the present instance fits within - is it a drunk
driver - or a driver who was momentarily distracted? Once matched to an already known class of
events - it is evaluated on whether it is a threat and whether we must decide an appropriate course of
action if so.

Csikszentmihalyi goes on to say that the names we allocate to personality traits - such as
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extrovert, high achiever or paranoid - tends to refer to the way people structure their attention. He
puts forward the point of seeing attention instead as psychic energy - since it is so critical to our
remembering, thinking and feeling - as well as our decision making. The adverse of psychic energy
would be psychic disorder - refering to information which conflicts with our existing intentions or
distracts us from carrying out our intentions. Moreover, Csikszentmihalyi goes on to explain that the
self grows by increasing in complexity; “complexity is the result of two broad psychological
processes: differentiation and Integration. Differentiation implies movement towards uniqueness,
toward separating oneself from others. Integration refers to it’s opposite: a union with other people,
with ideas and entities beyond the self. A complex self is on that succeeds in combining these
opposite tendencies.” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). 

Attention in Games

The question here is this - where is Player Attention being directed within games? During a
GDC talk in 2012 - Richard Lemarchand - Lead Game Designer at Naughty Dogs Studio - spoke on
the topic of how do games get hold of and maintain player attention. He went on to determine 3
primary categories that succeed in both getting and maintaining player attention, to various degrees
of success.

Lemarchand begins by speaking of ‘Beauty, Aesthetics & Contrast’. Stating that
appearance is a major part of what grabs our attention within games. However, this does not
necessarily fall into the idea of ‘beauty’ only. Many digital games, and other visual art pieces, often
attract our attention even when what is being depicted is not beautiful. A key instance of this is
‘Darkest Dungeon’ by Red Hook Studios (2016). The game itself has a very dark art-style and setting
- putting the player in charge of dealing with dark entities and creatures by recruiting adventurers,
often sending them on horrific and dangerous quests, only for some to not return. Lemarchand goes
on to speak of contrast; which seems to be a key element to divert player attention where it is
needed. This category of elements, however, whilst very good at grabbing player attention - often
have a harder time maintaining it. A key instance that can be brought up on this is Counter Strike:
Global Offensive (Valve, 2012), where experienced players often choose to play the game very
minimal graphical settings to offer them an edge during game-play.

Lemarchand continues by speaking about ‘Story, Narrative & Social’. Stories, together with
games, Lemarchand argues, are some of the oldest cultural traditions of mankind - with tribes
gathering around fires to share stories. He also puts forward the point that games often go further
than story-telling, in a linear traditional sense. Examples of which are diverse, ranging from
Branching Narratives games such as Dragon Age (Bioware, 2009) to Emergent Narratives games
such as Early Access game Rimworld (Ludeon Studios, 2013). The Social element has also it’s own
important - ranging from co-op to multiplayer, and arguably even in Arcade games; we are able to
see how the social element of games have not only been able to acquire the attention of players but
also maintain it. Lemarchand views this category of elements as being both good at grabbing and
good at maintaining attention - not exceptionally good at both, however not bad neither. 

‘Game-Play, Ludism & System’ as a category is one that Lemarchand argues to be the most
fundamental aspects of games. Whilst game-play remains to be a hard topic to pin-down;
Lemarchand uses the Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics (MDA) Framework (Hunicke, LeBlanc,  &
Zubek) to explain what he refers to with game-play. Lemarchand argues that since a number of
games - such as Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) and SimCity (Maxis, 2014) - do not strictly offer an
objective or goal to be reached by the player, he put forward the element of ‘Ludism’ to explain this
playful attitude. When speaking of System - Lemarchand argues that “we come for the regular
structure and repeitition in the system, which gives our mind something to grasp quickly - like the way
that waves lap into the shore….. - but then we stay for the variability in the system - the ever
changing patterns in the flickering flame of a fire, or the variable schedule of reinforcement in the
payout of a slot machine.” Lemarchand states that he believes that elements in this category are the
best are maintaining our attention, but are not effective at grabbing our attention.



Lemarchand offers us a foundation to begin to understand where the player’s attention is
being diverted during game-play. Another model worth looking into whilst exploring attention in game
is Professor Gordon Calleja’s model of Player Involvement. Whilst the model itself was not centered
around Attention being it’s primary focus - the model does take attentional resources into account -
making it a possible avenue to understanding player attention in games. 

Figure 1 - Player Involvement Model (Calleja, 2011)

The model is split into 2 phases - the micro-involvement and macro-involvement. The micro-
involvement focuses on moment-to-moment game-play. On the other hand - the macro-involvement
involves the factors that shape a game experience outside the game itself [For example; planning,
thinking and simulating strategies whilst at work].The model uses 6 dimensions to represent different
aspects of a player experience during play; on this point I would like to mention that I will be focusing
on the Micro-Involvement phase. Calleja goes into far more detail on both the Macro-Involvement
Phase and Micro-Involvement Phase in his book In-Game: From Immersion to Incorporation. It is
not to say that the Macro-Involvement phase has no importance when speaking of attention -
however, I chose to remain more focused on the moment to moment game-play; or in-game side, to
help explore the idea of attention more specifically during game-play in this paper. 

The first of which being the Kinesthetic Dimension. “Kinesthetic Involvement  relates to all
modes of avatar or game piece control in virtual environments, ranging from learning controls to the
fluency of internalized movement” (Calleja, 2011). Different types of controls, perspectives and
avatars have a major influence on this dimension; in games such as Rome: Total War (Creative
Assembly, 2004) - plays control an entire nation, together with their military troops on large scale
battles, whilst in games such as Call of Duty (Activision, 2003) players control a single soldier
through first-person perspective. The means of controls - whether they are from symbolic [Keyboard
and Mouse] to mimetic [such as joy-stick in a aircraft flying simulator]  that attempt to replicate the
real-life movement to the virtual environment action; also have a major influence on the amount of
internalization and the overall experience that is achieved. 

Spatial Involvement “concerns players’ engagement with the spatial qualities of a virtual
environment in terms of spatial control, navigation and exploration” (Calleja, 2011). Game spaces
have a number of properties that distinguishes them from the physical world - one key element being
showing places that often are un-reachable; even though they are clearly visible. These all need to
be taken into account by the player when they are mentally mapping the space before them. In this
situation - the avatar can also be key in determining the way in which a player is able to navigate a
space. As previously mentioned in Rome: Total War; players control large military groups during
battles, which often can be slow - or fast - depending on the type of unit in question. Shared
Involvement “deals with the engagement derived from players’ awareness of and interaction with
other agents in a game environment” (Calleja, 2011). Since virtual environments are inhabited by
agents - of which some can be players, while others can be programmed Non-Player Characters with
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behavioral patterns. These agents all engage together within this virtual environment through
elements of collaboration, competition and cohabitation. The Narrative Involvement dimension
“refers to engagement with story elements that have been written into a game as well as those that
emerge from players’ interaction with the game” (Calleja, 2011). When speaking of Narrative - one
can make a distinction between the scripted narrative - that is, the narrative being told by the
designers - to what Calleja refers to as the ‘Alterbiography’, which is the experiential aspect of
narrative, which is often informed by the properties of the scripted narrative. The Alterbiography “is
the ongoing narrative generated during interaction with a game environment” (Calleja, 2011). As
Calleja describes - it is a cyclical process that is afforded by games, through their representation,
mechanics and qualities, that is then actuated within the mind of the player.

Affective Involvement “encompasses various forms of emotional engagement. Emotional
engagement can range from the calming sensation of coming across an aesthetically pleasing scene
to the adrenaline rush of an on-line competitive first-person-shooter round to the uncanny effect of an
eerie episode in an action-horror game” (Calleja, 2011). It is worth noting on this point, as Calleja
mentions, that the effects that are intended by the designers may not come to pass as expected -
due to any number of factors such as player interest, interruptions or personal interpretations. Ludic
Involvement “expresses players’ engagement with the choices made in the game and the
repercussions of those choices” (Calleja, 2011). As players set out to carry out their plans - they will
encounter situations that may call for adaptations of the plan, or if the player wishes, simply pushing
through and hoping for the best. This element of planning, executing and evaluating is a large pull of
a number of games. Players spending a large amount of time customizing avatars in MMORPG’s as
well as planning what type of role they wish to play when they reach a specific goal; such as being
able to perform Healer roles in difficult end-game encounters such as raids in World of Warcraft
(Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) or Guild Wars 2 (ArenaNet, 2012).

Figure 2 Player Involvement Model - Attentional Resources (Calleja, 2011)

Each of the inner regions of the model represents a player’s attentional resources. As the
player internalizes the concepts categorized within the various dimensions; their attentional
resources are freed up to be used else-where - this is because the players would have internalized a
particular dimension for the moment [For instance - during the starting of a new game, new players
will likely focus a higher amount  attentional resources towards the Kinesthetic dimension, as they
attempt to get used to the control scheme]. 

Something that may warrant further research and exploration is connecting what
Csikszentmihalyi said in regards to personality traits being used to refer to specific patterns of how
people structure their attention; to the types of players and what they enjoy from games. If we were
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to make a few working assumptions using Bartle’s Taxonomy of Players - we may begin to have a
better vision on where different types of players wish to focus their attention - giving design decisions
more context in a sense.

Figure 3 Bartle’s Taxonomy of Players

Killers for instance - may not enjoy when they moments where their attention is being diverted
towards Narrative elements - unlike explorers who might find this the most appealing aspect of a
game. Socializers will likely enjoy focusing their attention on the social elements of a game more so
than achievers. The value of understanding what various types of players may enjoy in this instance -
is because the longer an individual’s attention is pushed towards an aspect of a game they dislike,
the higher the likely hood that the game might lose the player’s attention - and provide an overall
non-satisfactory experience. Exploring what various players value in terms of ‘attention’ could provide
to be a better understanding towards why players enjoy certain games over others - and why certain
games that one would expect certain players to enjoy but do not. 

Beyond this - Csikszentmihalyi’s understanding of how the self grows through a balance
differentiation and integration, can offer insights into creating more compelling experiences through
games by offering means to bring forward this balance. Differentiation has been a major element in
games such as Deus Ex (Ion Storm, 2000), which encourages players to approach objectives and
levels in their own way. Integration in a way - can be difficult to directly discuss in this context: if
integration leads to conformity; can  situations such as Meta-Decks in Hearthstone (Blizzard
Entertainment, 2014) be the result of individuals conforming, or simply because of the deck’s
effectiveness within the game’s competitive environment? It is likely a combination of both - however
this goes beyond the scope of this paper.

To understand where, and why players place their attention - it is important to understand the
reason why they engage with a game in the first place. Bartle’s Taxonomy - although highly limited -
offers an initial step; by understanding what type of appealing aspects of a game exist, we are able to
begin understanding how to provide a better experience for the audience of the specific game.

Managing Attention with Design

Both Richard Lemarchand and Gordon Calleja identify aspects of games that will occupy a
player’s attention; and as a result - will occupy the mental resources that player has available. There
are a number of overlaps between both Lemarchand and Calleja - where Lemarchand speaks of
story and narrative - Calleja speaks of Narrative Involvement. Both view attention with importance
however. Lemarchand makes the claim that ‘attention is the basic currency in which video-games
trade’. So if attention is the currency in which game developers design their games - it would likely be
a highly beneficial topic to look into - for the industry of games. The benefits of keeping the players’
attention in mind throughout design decisions - be they level design, creating plots and sub-plots or
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even designing mechanics or tuning the difficulty of a game; player attention seems to be critical for
all these aspects. 

If a player can’t navigate through an environment because they are constantly being rushed
by hostile NPCs - then it may be best to try to shift the player’s focus on the environment more by
using a stronger signal to attract the player’s attention. If players seem to be missing a critical plot
point because they are too concerned with gathering material from the environment - this again
shows an issue related to attention. Before moving forward however - one might wish to note that, as
discussed prior, different types of players will likely react differently based on what they will structure
their attention on. Players who value story might not have an issue ignoring items in the environment
to listen to a piece of dialogue; what this implies is that we might want to understand what type of
player’s attention we are trying to attract. This will influence not only the course of action to be taken -
but also the degree to which the signal must be strong to focus the player’s attention.

Another concept worth noting if Vigilance Decrement - or fatigue. Prolonged attention towards
something can be tiring - and will eventually cause player to begin to miss relevant new information.
In this situation - diverting the player’s attention to provide a form of respite is key. Whether this
involves giving players a quiet sequence after an intense battle - to allow players to shift through their
inventory without any fear of hostile mobs attacking them; moments of respite can sometimes be the
solution that is needed after long periods of attentional focus. This puts certain considerations that
should be taken into account during design - maintaining a player’s attention on one component will
likely impact performance negatively - the longer the sequence goes on for. 

Components that Require Player Attention

With all this in mind - where is player attention being used? This based on the game
components, the player characteristics, the in-game situation and the player’s real world situation. As
designers - the only area that can be modified directly is the game parameters. 

Game Components refer to all in-game elements: user interface, resources, enemies,
dialogue and so on. Each require the player’s attention to be used and function; UI elements that the
player ignores are useless, dialogue that is ignored is development effort used in an area that is
ignored, and resources un-used are simply in the game for no reason that may add un-needed
complexity and issues. 

Player Characteristics is inspired from both Bartle’s Taxonomy of Players and
Csikszentmihalyi’s statement about personality traits being given based on how people structure their
attention. Player Characteristics go beyond the normal psychology variables such as the amount of
mental resources available, and other demographic variables such as age.  Here we can also speak
of the type of players we are speaking of - and what elements of a game they seek out and enjoy
paying attention to.

In-Game Situations refers to how various game components come together when interacting
with the player. An example of which is the player being locked in an arena until they locate an exit
whilst fighting waves of foes. In such a situation - an experienced player’s attention is likely split
between at least the  environment itself, the foes charging towards them, their objective, and their
resources [such as health, ability cool-downs and potions]. Different In-Game Situations will put
different strains on different player’s attentional resources. New players may find the previously
mentioned situation extremely difficult where-as experienced players may not. 

Player’s Real World Situation refers to real world distractions that are taking some of the
player’s attentional resources. In such a situation - developers will have little control - however in
others, this is a key consideration [an example of which would be if the game was meant to be played
on an machine in an arcade]. 

Applying the Player Involvement Model to Analyze to Measure Attention



For the sake of this analysis - I will be using myself as a subject - disclosing information on my
past experiences with games to attempt to offer a glimpse on how attention can be analyzed in
games to identify the usage of attention during two sessions of game-play. I will be using Gordon
Calleja’s Player Involvement Model and attempt to see how my attention shifted and changed
throughout the play-sessions.The game I will be using for my analysis is TERA (En Masse
Entertainment, 2011). TERA is an MMORPG where you level up a character, do quests to gain
rewards, fight hostile creatures and explore an open-world map. Before delving into the case - it is
worth noting that since I will be taking a few notes during game-play; my attention will at times be
split from the game to a real-world distraction. Moreover, this case is based only on my introspection
and is not to ethnographic research. Another note is that my results in terms of the Bartle test
indicate me to be 80% an Achiever, 73% Explorer, 33% a Socializer and 13% a Killer. These are
points that can be helpful to keep in mind during each case. 

TERA Case

As a player - I have little to no experience with TERA. As such - I will be experiencing the
game as a new player. However I do have experience with other MMORPGs such as Guild Wars 2
and RPG games - which may provide me with some over-lapping information that is relevant within
TERA - allowing me to internalize aspects of TERA quicker. Upon downloading and installing the
game - I have already likely made an intentional push towards wanting to see the game has to offer.
As developers - this would be the initial funding of attention to bring out the experience of the game
itself. In this situation - it is a Free-To-Play game that requires the player to simply download, create
an account and play. This is worth noting as often - there is a higher expectation or willingness to
give a game time to provide it’s experience - had it been bought. The type of game itself also
demands certain expectations - as an MMORPG - I expect that the first few hours will likely be
focused on introducing me to the game world. All these expectations and situational factors can
influence the funding of attention a game receives, making correctly spending it important as the
developer.

Attention During the First Hour and a Half of TERA 

At each point of game-play; different aspects of the game were vying for my attention. Aspects
which I usually find more appealing were more successful, most often than not. However, there were
times where certain parts of the game saw that my attention needed to be diverted. By using the
Player Involvement Model - we can map out how my attention shifted and changed during game-
play.

During each of the cut-scenes; my attention was focused entirely on the Narrative dimension
of the game. When I felt touched by certain events - attention was diverted towards the Affective
dimension, this was not however, common during the introduction of the game. Once I entered into
character select - my attention was immediately shifted into the Ludic dimension. Requiring me to
take a few minutes to understand what are the choices laid out for me, and the consequences of
choosing a class over another. Part of my attention was grabbed by the various races - making me
question and ponder their history, and the history of the classes available. In this situation - my
attention was split also with the Narrative dimension of the game.

After choosing a character and entering the game - I was flooded with information regarding
with User Interface, and control schemes. Diverting my attention fully - for the moment - on the
Kinesthetic dimension as I came to grips with what the interface elements were. Once I
understood enough of the interface and began exploring - I looked around the beautiful environment
- and admired it. My attention became split between the Kinesthetic, Spatial, Narrative, and
Affective dimensions. 

Likely due to my experience with RPG games - I was more quickly able to internalize the
Kinesthetic and Spatial elements of the game. However - as I began doing quests - I quickly lost
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interest in the story - and whilst the game did have narrative elements being presented through
dialogue - I was more focused on the Kinesthetic part of combat, and the Affective and Spatial part
of the environment. 

The first boss I was introduced to in the village immediately grabbed my attention - as I saw it
as a fun challenge now that combat began to become more interesting. However I was disappointed
when I was scripted to fail the fight; this is likely because I was not as interested in the narrative by
this point or because I was more interested in the combat.

After becoming more and more accustomed to the controls - and the narrative of the game
became more intriguing - my attention did begin to lean towards the Narrative dimension once
more. The game still continued to provide me with new skills and more powerful enemies - which
kept my attention very partially focused on the Kinesthetic part of the game; however I did not at
any point feel as though I had issues with controlling the character, only exploring movement and
skills, and dealing with foes. The only two instances where the game made me realize that other
players were in the area - thus bringing my attention to the Shared dimension - was when player
background noise disrupted a particular narrative transition and when a higher level player was
taking all the mobs I needed for a quest.

As I became more and more interested in the story - and became more attached to a
particular character in the story - my attention was beginning to fall more and more towards the
narrative and affective dimension. By this point - the space itself was easily navigated, my ability to
control the character was fairly internalized and there were no meaningful choices to be made that
required my attention. Fortunately by this point - the narrative was picking up however - ensuring that
my attention did not drift from the game simply because I was getting used to the dimensions I was
mostly interested in. 

As I got to the finale of the starting region - the game had done well to capture my attention, in
relation to what was happening narratively, and subsequently, affectively. After leaving the island -
the game did not simply transfer my character to a new region - instead gave me the opportunity to
look at the environment whilst gliding through the air on a Pegasus-like creature; safe to look at the
environment and massive structures as I was flown to the major town, bringing the affective and
spatial dimensions at the front of my attention - at the time where my attention was not occupied by
the Kinesthetic, Narrative or Ludic dimensions.

Analysis Remarks

By observing how player attention changes - one can determine where players might become
bored of a game; or which are the critical moments that a game needs to capture a player’s attention.
As shown by the case study - the initial part of the narrative did not attract my attention - however,
the environment, controls and combat did. 

By the time I reached a point where I felt like I internalized the user interface, controlling my
character and the combat system - the game’s narrative reached a point where it did grab my
attention and managed to maintain it. If by the point that I felt comfortable with the kinesthetic
dimension of the game - the narrative dimension did not succeed in capturing my attention - it may
be the case that I would have lost interest before in the game before I could advance enough to
further experience new skills, enemies and challenges offered by the Kinesthetic dimension.

Concluding Remarks

Attention as a resource - has grown in importance in recent years, as information availability
became more and more abundant. Moreover, applying the concept of Attentional Resources to
games seems to be a natural fit. As game developers - we want to attract the attention of our player-
base and maintain it, directing it towards what players find appealing about the game they are
experiencing. As players - we look for games and aspects of games that we appeal to us.



Looking at attention as the currency through which games provide experiences can serve as a
means to better refine player experience - ensuring that the player is not overwhelmed with certain
aspects of a game - while they are attempting to focus their attention on another aspect. 
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